SHULESOFT LIMITED
About Our School Management System
ShuleSoft School Management System (SMS) is a comprehensive administration solution with the features and flexibility needed to support
your school's unique needs.
Streamline management with student progress, alerts, invoicing, payment and balance information, customizable data elements/ reports/ forms
and instantly available accreditation statistics. Mix and match distance and traditional classroom learning.
ShuleSoft (SMS) is easy to install, learn and maintain with initial load of existing data, one month of unlimited support and training with an
inbuilt tutorial module.

Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how they did something, they feel a little guilty because they
didn't really do it, they just saw something. It seemed obvious to them after a while.
- Steve Job’s

FEATURES TABLE
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ID

FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

SMS
001

Dashboard

Advanced dashboard with multiple excellent statistics and widget
It has a notice board with each department summary, user profile, user calendar, notifications, multiple language
support and visitor statistics.

SMS
002

Role and
Permission

Unlimited admin control over users and their responsibilities. The admin can add a role and allocate user roles to
the new post.

SMS
003

Charts

The system has multiple clean charts that summarise information from different sections. We have set that
automatically to show in the dashboard but also included critical analyses in each section of the system. You can
monitor books, performance trends, student and teacher reports, school fee statements, library usage ... to list a
few.

SMS
004

Student
Information

Manage and track all student information beginning from their classrooms and other facilities they use. Students
are admitted to a school and all their background data can be stored in our system for future references. You can
check the students: Hostel info, Classroom info, library usage, Monitor performance and compare the result to
other students, attendance, Promotion, awards and many more

SMS
005

Parent
Information

Manage parent information for a particular student. This involves keeping contact details, address details, emails,
visits to school, next of kin and any background information that may directly relate to the student

SMS
006

User
Management

The admin can create new user roles and allocate them sections that they may need to view and perform a
responsibility. The user may be given authority to view, create, delete or update data

SMS
007

Teacher
information

Unlimited admin control over users and their responsibilities. The admin can add a role and allocate user roles to
the new post.
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SMS
008

Online Payment

Our online payment system support Mpesa for Kenya and East Africa, Visa, MasterCard, PayUmoney and Stripe.

SMS
009

Grading System

We use an advanced but unique grading. Our templates can be customised and stored. They can be used later to
grade different examinations differently

SMS
010

Exam
Management

Create exams rooms, allocate exam rooms and send reminder notifications to students of that particular course of
when and where exams take place.

SMS
011

Mark
Management

Our advanced and easy to use marking system is dependent on the grading system and comments you enter there.
The exams are marked by relevant teachers then uploaded manually or true an excel sheet to our system which
will then process the marks and give provisional raw data before final data after necessary complaints from
students are handled. The system would then send email notifications with the results and message attached to the
parents and the students themselves.

SMS
012

Other Marks

Our system can be used to allocate non examinable marks to students. You just customize the grading and mark
allocation of non-examinable areas like attendance to contribute some percentage of the results, library usage and
many other. This can be disabled by the system administrator.

SMS
013

Import Data

To kill the time spending manual data input, we have designed our system in a way that you can import data on a
single click to its database

SMS
014

Academics

Users given the responsibilities can manage a class, section, routine, subject & all academic responsibilities
allocated in academic section
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SMS
015

Assignment

Teachers can send assignments to students and manage them smoothly. For online assignment, a teacher can post
exam questions or upload a document with questions which can then be marked online by the teacher or create
structured questions with answers. The system would auto mark the exams and post the back to students. This
exams are the posted in the online exam section

SMS
016

Attendance

Multiple user attendance like teachers & students. Teachers can make attendance for student and see report of
every student attendance

SMS
017

Accounts

Privileged users can manage invoice & payments, but parents and students can only view and print their areas.
The invoices are automatically generated with serial numbers and a unique blurred watermark to avoid fraud. You
can set restriction like ‘No doing Exams before payment of hostel, school or exam fees’ which would restrict a
user from getting the exam card hence no sitting for exam

SMS
018

Email & SMS

Privileged users can send email and sms to any user or user group bust students, parents, teachers and other
secondary users can send emails among themselves

SMS
019

Library
Management

Complete Library management system integrated with the system so that librarian can manage library books
easily. Students and other users can borrow books from the system and also return the books the same way. Our
library system supports free and payable online books. Librarian can award penalties to library users in case they
do not take care of the books. This can also be reset by the library after the mess is fixed. The system has email
reminders that reminds a user a couple of days or hours before the deadline is reached

SMS
020

Transport
Management

Complete transport management system for users. It also has an optional payment plan for premium or classic
users
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SMS
021

Scheduling

Privileged users can create exam schedules, class schedules and also timetables.

SMS
022

Hostel
management

Our hostel management section can let a user access his/her room, view and read about the hostel info and also
enables the hostel user borrow equipment’s like brooms and dustbins for use in the hostel. The hostel fees can be
set differently depending on which type it is.

SMS
023

Holiday

Privileged users set holiday from settings of the system. It also accounts for leave days for teachers and long or
short holidays for students.

SMS
024

Promotion

After an academic year a privileged user like the academics master or system admin allocates cut off points or
marks that would proceed to the next academic year. If the students meet the cut-off they are promoted but those
who do not meet the requirements repeat the academic year.

SMS
025

Media

Media Sharing is dependent on a privileged user. PDF, Zipped and Unzipped folders and other documents can be
posted in the media system so that all the directed audience can download it directly from the site. Our email
system also allows for users to receive bulk data.

SMS
026

SMS gateways

The software has been integrated with: Twillio, Bulk, Clikatel, Sematime and Kenya's Safaricom

SMS
027

Notice Board

Unlimited admin control over notices. All notices appear in each user's dashboard
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SMS
028

PayPal

PayPal Integrated

SMS
029

Stripe

Stripe Integrated

SMS
030

PayUmoney

PayUmoney Integrated

SMS
031

Mpesa

Mpesa Integrated

SMS
032

2Checkout

2checkout integrated

SMS
033

Language

The system has 20 language support

SMS
034

Academic
Years

The Administrators can change and set academic years for different students or classes.

SMS
035

Syllabus

The teachers and other privileged users from the academic department are able to view, create and update syllabus
information
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SMS
036

Summary

The system auto generates collective data per section on a single click. It summarises individual teacher
information, student, parent and class or section data.

SMS
037

Messaging
system

Our system is integrated with different bulk SMS settings. The SMS settings include: Sematime, Safaricom of
Kenya, Twilio, Bulk SMS and Clickatell

SMS
040

Backup

Our system comes with an inbuilt backup system for its database. It can be set to automatic backup mode in
intervals or manual backup mode.

SMS
041

Settings

The system has a very friendly settings area. The admin has to feed in his or her purchase code and the system
allows him or her to make changes.

SMS
042

Auto Invoice

Automatically generate invoice for, dormitory, bookshop, exams, library, transport, hostel.

SMS
043

Auto Receipt

The receipts are available for download after payment and is automatically sent to the payer's email address

SMS
044

Mail &SMS
template

The mail and sms system allows the user to use its advanced features to create email templates to be used in
sending messages to different audiences enrolled in our system.

SMS
045

Password reset

Each user in the system is only added after they qualify the application process to join the learning institution.
Afterwards the new user is asked to submit admission details and a password is automatically generated for the
student, parent or guardian. The new users can login the system and change the password details in their user
dashboard. The system auto generates email addresses when the admin sets it to do so
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SMS
046

Visitor
management

With an advanced visitor management tool, the receptionist or a privileged user can be able to view and track
visitor movements in the school. The system is built with an easy to integrate CCTV module which keeps record
and track of visitor movements and records that are entered by the receptionist.

SMS
047

Online
Examination

Our system is built with an online examination system that has a performance tracker and can also be integrated
with the final school result by setting the percentage it would count. The tutor only sets structured questions and
possible listed answers to them where the system will mark and submit the result with an automatic performance
line graph. The tutor can also set the test and manually mark the result too.

SMS
048

Event
management

Our inbuilt calendar and event management system notifies all the users in the system of any activity that is takin
place. This is good for accountability

SMS
049

Security
System

Our advanced security system can be integrated to work with alarms, fire extinguishing systems and CCTV. A
privileged user or a chief security officer is able to command the whole security in one sitting. Through the
CCTV, they can view the whole institution, alarms can be raised in cases of concerns and automatic fire
extinguishing equipment can be used to extinguish raging fires.

SMS
050

Appointment
System

Our system has departmental and individual appointment system depending on the privileges set. The
appointment system auto sets an appointment ID and generates a series of timestamps as the user can manually
allocate how long each appointment time can take.

